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2019 Executive Changes
CEO, and CFO changes hit record levels in calendar 2019. Both the CEO and the CFO turnover levels were the
highest since we started collecting this data on Russell 3k constituent company executive changes in 2008. Of the
1,350 CEO and CFO change announcements, 538 (40%) involved the firm’s CEO and implying a 17% turnover in
leadership within the top 3,000 U.S. public companies last year. The 812 CFO change announcements indicates a
27% turnover rate in the number two leadership role within these firms. We’re happy to provide clients with custom
cuts of this data and particularly pleased to announce that the Exec Changes Database has been added to Factset’s
OpenData platform this month, giving clients access to our entire 10 year monthly time series of all CEO, CFO, and
Chairman changes as well as our Executive Team Quality Ranks and fiduciary data files.
Our readers will know that among the many changes, the signal in the noise is generally the outsiders being hired
into the companies to effect rapid change. Statistically, outsider hires correlate to future excess returns, net of
industry, and an inflection point in idiosyncratic operating performance and capital allocation. Executive changes
are a discrete factor that can be applied within portfolios. In many cases, a change in the CEO is shortly followed by
the hire of a new CFO, doubling the operational impact of the leadership change. Within the Russell, 128 of last
year’s CEO changes were outside hires and new CFOs coming from outside the firm represented 300 new finance
heads. Interestingly, outsider CFO hires represented half of all full time hires last year, with the balance comprised
of “interim” appointments after firings or short notice departures.
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Among the most interesting and significant CEO changes last year we would note are: WFC, where we think new
CEO Charlie Scharf’s turn-around skill is over-estimated, NOW, where Bill McDermott is likely to accelerate
performance, GWRE where the founder’s hire of a professional CEO is likely to be positive for investors, EQT where
we expect new CEO Toby Rice to take capital allocation from bad to worse, and SFM where the hiring of Jack
Sinclair suggests (finally) an end to serial management churn. Among the many CFO changes, we think the most
significant are: NLOK, where we expect new CFO Pilette to find less than he expected, SEE where CFO Sullivan is
bringing clarity to murky books, and GDI, where new CFO Weaver will need to implement her DBS and integration
skills quickly to make their IR merger make sense.
As always, if you would like further details on any of the executive changes discussed above or listed in the tables
on the following pages just call 301-760-3102 or write us at info@managementcv.com
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Significant CY 2019 CEO Changes

*Management CV calculates its Significance Factor for companies with a Market Cap greater than $400 million, based on the weighted Excess Price Return (70%) and the Excess Volume (30%) for the
5 days after the announcement. A Significance Factor of 1 signals a strong market reaction (surprise), while 3 indicates little to no reaction.

CY 2019 Top CFO Changes

*Management CV calculates its Significance Factor for companies with a Market Cap greater than $700 million, based on the weighted Excess Price Return (70%) and the Excess Volume (30%) for
the 5 days after the announcement. A Significance Factor of 1 signals a strong market reaction (surprise), while 3 indicates little to no reaction.

CY 2019 Chairman Changes

The above Chairman Changes are measured in terms of the change from the announcement date to the last trade day of the same month. Price
returns are in excess of the return of the Russell 3000 Index for the same period. Excess Volume is average daily volume for the 5 trailing days
following the announcement in Excess of the prior trailing 12 month average daily volume for the firm. For further information on either CEO or CFO
changes in our database please email us at info@managementcv.com.

